IS GOD A MAGNETIC BEING?
As the sound of nature interacts with your
blood.

Attending a lecture by Josh and Adam Bigelsen by unveiling the research of his father Dr. Harvey
Bigelsen with the dark field microscope opened up for me a new understanding of my own work.
During this conference they showed us a video in which we could observe the internal universe of
a drop of "living" blood through a dark field microscope ... and there between white and red blood
cells appeared some bright and pulsating dots like stars in a Summer sky that we were presented
as "Symbiots", or body electromagnetic energy activity. In other cultures they have also been
called: "prana", "chi", "vital energy", but this time it was different, because we could see them, they
were there, giving more than enough signs of interacting with the observer, and to get This
communication was organized taking holographic forms that showed the organ or emotion that
causes the imbalance in the body or in the mind of the person with whom they live.
And while I was watching that dumbfounded and almost incredulous, my body began to react and
without wanting it or suspecting it, tears began to fall down my cheeks, ... I find it difficult to

explain what happened to me, because they did not correspond to a specific emotion, but a few
minutes I realized that something inside me was recognizing a process that is very familiar to me:
What I was seeing pulsating in blood seemed the same intelligent energy that I have seen
manifest in the forests, in the water and in the wind. The one that is capable of organizing an entire
ecosystem to modulate the specific frequencies that will calm your emotion and balance your body,
or help you understand something extremely important for you at a certain time. Yes, I recognize it,
I recognize this energy, I have listened attentively for more than twenty years, I have seen it dance
in my three-dimensional maps of frequencies, and today I can see it pulsating in a drop of blood
doing exactly the same, creating vitality, order and trying to communicate with the observer in a
surprisingly logical and creative way: taking the form of the affected organ.
Back home, a lot of questions came up: If emotions affect our body and sound affects emotions,
could sound affect our blood?
If Josh Bigelsen can see an emotion in his blood, could they see the sound interacting with an
emotion through the blood? ...
And right, a few days later the answers to all these questions were: YES !, YES !, YES !. And as life
seems endowed with magic, a few hours later my name is Ruben proposing a sound test with Josh
and Adam Bigelsen, and I was so happy that I arrived 1 hour earlier to my appointment to
everyone's surprise.
I did not seek to endorse my work, because my endorsement has been and is each of the people
who call me or write blessing the effects that the sound has had on them. For me it was about
seeing the "great mind" acting again inside and outside of a human being, that emotion had
collapsed inside me, I could hardly talk, let alone communicate it. The great orchestrator was giving
us the opportunity to see it manifest in all its splendor and this experience is what Josh, Adam and
I want to share with you today.

RESULTS OBSERVED IN BLOOD AFTER THE APPLICATION OF
NATURAL SOUND AS A THERAPEUTIC TOOL.
We are aware that it is difficult to share the results of an online blood test and we want to take
special care to protect the right to privacy of the person who so lovingly offered to carry out this
study. For this reason and with great gratitude we will not share any detail that could compromise
your anonymity.

1 - RESULT OF THE BLOOD ANALYSIS BEFORE THE APPLICATION OF THE SOUND:
Figure 1 / Plasma showing great activity

A large plasma reaction is observed. The activity of the plasma is too high (1). The white blood cell
count is elevated. (3) There are several giant platelets present that indicate focal or trapped
inflammation (2). Inflammation is the way we heal. When the inflammation is trapped by
surgeries, injuries, etc., the inflammation recedes and we become inflamed. There are several
disorders in the teeth of the teeth along the slide and we observe that there is a tooth that is
bothering (4).

Figure 2 / Giant platelets.

Figure 3 / white blood cells

Figure 4 / teeth

2 - RESULT OF BLOOD ANALYSIS AFTER SOUND APPLICATION:
SOUNDS APPLIED AND THEIR APPLICATION TIME WERE THE FOLLOWING:
SOUND BA 10 // THE CAVE OF THE WATER: Application time 30 minutes as ambient sound
SOUND BA21 // IMMUNE SYSTEM: Application time 10 minutes on the throat / thymus gland.
SOUND BA 22 // RONRONEO TIGRILLA: Application time 15 minutes on the scar of an injury.
Figure 5 / plasma calm and in parasympathetic mode (SOUND BA21 // IMMUNE SYSTEM)

After the therapy with natural sound, the plasma calmed down (5) which indicates that the
immune system had calmed down and became more known in the parasympathetic mode. There
was a large scar reaction (6) with a tremendous amount of debris that was released. This indicates
that a scar has been released and that trapped debris can be released and that the body can clean
more efficiently (7). There was a large area of tubercular miasmas that indicated that the treatment
had allowed the lungs to open and cleanse physically and emotionally. (8) Very good reaction to
therapy.

Figure 6 / Scar and releasing debris / SOUND BA22 // RUBBER OF TIGRILLA

Figure 7 Debris release (SOUND BA22 RONRONEO TIGRILLA AND SOUND BA10 // LA CUEVA DEL
AGUA)

Figure 8 tubercular miasma in the process of releasing an emotion in the lung / SOUND BA10 //
THE CAVE OF WATER

This report is for informational purposes only and is not a substitute for advice,
examination, diagnosis or medical or professional health treatment. Always seek the
advice of your health professional or other qualified health professional before
beginning a new therapy, making changes to existing therapy or altering in any way
your current exercise or diet regimen.
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